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Locality is a principle of nature. Caching works because our brains organize information by localities.
– Peter Denning, pioneer of virtual memory and program locality analysis.
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Introduction

In previous chapters, we discussed the concepts of virtual memory and address translation. We also discussed how modern computer architectures support these abstractions.
This appendix presents a detailed treatment of hardware support for address translation.
Address translation hardware is designed to maximize system performance and
minimize power/energy consumption. However, these attributes have to be balanced
with the need to support a programmable virtual memory interface for software developers [4, 17, 20, 30, 31]. After all, virtual memory was originally conceived to make
programming easy. It achieves this by allowing programmers to reason about how their
data structures map to a flat and linear virtual address space, eschewing the complexity
of the physical address space which is made up of an assortment of memory and storage
devices. This separation of virtual and physical memory addresses has become so vital
to the success of computing that we tend not to even think of the existence of the virtual
memory abstraction when writing code today. And yet, imagine what would happen in
its absence. Programmers would have to carefully reason about the capacities of device
memory and storage in order to write correct code. Code written for one system would
have to be refactored to port over to another system with different memory/storage configurations. Multiprogramming and security would be compromised because program
would be able to overwrite the memory image of another.
For all these reasons, processor vendors and software developers are willing to
pay an area/performance/energy ”tax” to enjoy the benefits of virtual memory. This
”tax” is realized in the form of dedicated address translation hardware structures like
TLB caches (and other hardware) that we discuss in this appendix. Our goal is to
build intuition on how best to realize this hardware in as high-performance but also
area-efficient a way as possible. A recurring theme in this appendix is our focus on
real-world hardware available on commercial microprocessors today.
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